Bo Peep travels from playground to playground looking for new and exciting adventures!
“Let’s go, Forky!”
Bonnie takes Forky with her everywhere she goes.
Buzz Lightyear is the ultimate space ranger. He is always ready for a rescue mission.
Ducky and Bunny go everywhere together—literally! The two toys are attached at the paw and wing.
Stuck Together

Ducky and Bunny are friends to the end.
They are literally attached at the wing and paw.
How many words can you make from the phrase below?

STUCK TOGETHER

Examples: toe, tug, store, ogre, etc.
VROOM! Get ready to ride with Duke Caboom, Canada’s greatest stuntman!
Forky makes Bonnie’s first visit to kindergarten very special.
Make Your Own Forky
You can make your own Forky, just like Bonnie! Draw a face, arms, and any other decorations on the blank Forky below.
Jessie the cowgirl is friendly and welcoming to every toy she meets. She’s always ready for a rip-roaring adventure.
Jessie’s A-maze-ing Idea
Oh, no! Bonnie’s parents are getting ready to leave! Jessie has an idea to stop them. Complete the maze to help Jessie pop the RV tire.
Forky loves his new friends as much as he loves trash.
Sheriff Woody is the rootinest, tootinest cowboy in the whole Wild West. He’s as loyal to his kid as a toy can be.